A guide to dismantling the Theoben H.E. Gas Ram
WARNINGS:
1. Ensure that the rifle is unloaded and uncocked
2. Remember that the gas ram unit contains compressed air at a very high
pressure (ca. 800 psi) and should be treated with care
3. Never attempt to cock the rifle when it is out of its stock. To do so will almost
certainly damage the cocking shoe
Dismantling.
1. Remove the unloaded and uncocked action from the stock. Two screws
should be removed from the forend, and two from the trigger guard. Set these
items aside and examine the action.

2. Remove the cocking link. Support the link at the pivot and drive the pivot pin
out using a suitable drift or punch.

Lift the link gently from the breech block and rotate it through 90 degrees……….

Noting the shape of the cocking lug (shoe), lift the arm from the action by tilting the
arm carefully in the cocking slot.

3. Remove the blanking plug from the charging valve. Carefully unscrew the
plug using a 4mm hex key. Be aware that there can be a build-up of air
pressure behind the plug, which will result in a loud “pop” and the possibility
that the plug will fly out. An ‘o’-ring seal is in place around the plug thread.

The charging valve is now revealed…….

4. Release the pressure from the ram. The valve is a Schrader type. Pressure
is released from the ram by placing a thin punch (e.g. a 3mm pin punch or
similar) on the valve and gently tapping with a hammer until all pressure is
released.

5. Remove the large ‘O’-ring. This may be prised out with a thin flat-bladed
screwdriver to reveal the end of the gasram assembly and the retaining circlip.

6. Remove the large circlip. Use the correct circlip pliers to avoid damage. The
clip is not tight, and the end of the gasram assembly may, if properly depressurised, be pushed into the action a little.

7. Commence removal of the gasram components. First withdraw the dummy
piston.

The piston may then be withdrawn from the compression tube by carefully pushing it
with a blunt rod inserted through the cocking slot. NB: The trigger must be operated
in order to permit the piston tube to pass over the trigger sear. No great force should
be necessary.

8. Remove the seal carrier and inertia weight. The brass seal carrier is
retained by a wire clip.

The clip may be easily removed using a thin-bladed flat screwdriver. The seal unit
may then be hooked out, taking care not to damage the ‘O’-rings or scraper rings.

The inertia weight may then be removed by gently tapping the piston tube against a
block of wood or similar surface to dislodge the weight.

9. Clean and inspect the components. Replacement seal kits are available
from the manufacturers. Components should be reassembled with a smear of
light motor oil.

10. Reassembly is the reverse of disassembly. NB: Do not attempt to force the
piston tube into the compression tube. It is necessary to depress and hold the
trigger sear (arrowed) before attempting to insert the piston.

11. Recharging the ram. When all components have been reassembled, the ram
may be charged to an initial pressure of 700 psi using a cylinder of
compressed air and the appropriate charging hose. Final adjustment is best
made using the Theoben hand pump, and using a chronograph to check
muzzle velocity.

